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CULTUREDNESS.
By H. e. Prof. Nicholas De Roerich,
Himalayas.
ITH our friends lives Tizi-Wizzi. This associate its own deeds with the pronounced
is not a human being but a parrot, and conceptions. People go to church, and
a most exclusive bird. Besides all his other
are touched by the words of high teachings ;
philosophic views, Tizi-Wizzi, having learned they admire sermons about purity and
about the success of the nudists, has decided reiterating, “ before God we are all animals,”
to follow their example, and has shed all his they go home in order immediately to fill
brilliant plumage. He did not even have their stomach, over-drink, poison themselves
mercy on his long trailing tail, and he began with all kinds of narcotics and pronounce
to walk around naked, not at all concerned blasphemy. People go to theatres and weep
about his gigantic beak and tiny body. over the sad fate of the heroes and become
This happens also with the nudists. Tizi- imbued with the highest ideas and hasten home
Wizzi became so converted to the ideas of in order to prepare the same fate for the
nudism that he immediately pulled out each heroes of contemporary life. People listen to
little feather that appeared. During the music, and try even to introduce it into their
numerous conversations with his owners, daily lives; but look at these so-called connois
Tizi-Wizzi sometimes whistles in the stran seurs of art, when the stock market does not
gest way, as if he wants to imitate the word meet their hopes ! Thus we manage to fill
culture.
our life with most absurd contradictions, but
Oh, often, very often, this sacred word is with one pretext—the upliftment of spirit is
being repeated with whistles and squawking. of fleeting duration, whereas bestiality is a
As with nudism and other styles, some people natural filling of life. Iq their insincerity,
will soon consider it very smart to repeat this people have even reached a certain subtlety.
inspiring word twenty times a day without Thus, one liar, when cheating, always had his
any reflection whatever upon their former eyes in tears. And another one, choking
numerous people, tried to build many and
habits.
magnificent buildings, hoping that the souls
During the long periods of so-called civiliza of the stifled ones would not shatter the
tion, humanity has become accustomed not to foundations. And in other branches, even
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close to science and art, one could often en
counter an innate hypocrisy. When it became
the mode to investigate antiquity more deep
ly, how many outer and superficial words
were pronounced ! New connoisseurs were
ready to guard theoretically the most remote
antiquity; but when it came to more intimate
antiquity, which depended upon themselves,
then the entire enthusiasm of yesterday eva
oporated. Antiquity became something an
noying and perhaps some “ undefendable
business” distracted yesterday’s exponents
of idealism.
When we turn to the concept of culture,
to this concept so near and vital and undefferгаЫе, one involuntarily recollects all the
hypocritcal excursions of humanity in
which that which knocks persistently is swiftly
forgotten, like yesterday’s tempest. Some
times one is frightened—what will happen if
Tizi-Wizzi begins to squawk clearly the
word culture ? And what will happen if
somebody, repeating this word, will invent
new possibilities of murder ? And what will
happen if a conference against narcotics will
sanction the sale of narcotic raw materials,
benevolently affrming the harmful effect of
the poison ? Take any newspaper file for a
whole year and you will find the most unique
examples of hypocrisy, bigotry and false
hood made under the pretext of high aims.
Certainly, these excursions of hypocrisy
have already complicated contemporary life
sufficiently. People have become entangled.
They tried to carry cannons into the Christian
Cathedrals to be blessed ; but this special
measure did not help either. Persons of the
theological profession tried to speak of the
invalidity of obligations which were only
orally pronounced. But these desperate ones
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did not improve either their own situation,
or that of their parish. And amidst this
contradictory entanglement, there suddenly
and imperatively arose a motto—culture.
One must admit that this call penetrated
broadly among the masses. Among those
masses which have always aroused in us the
best expectations, organizations were formed,
dedicating themselves to the quest and
striving of culture. We know such organiz
ations, where labouring youth, instead of
going to some vulgar vaudeville performance,
turns to heroic achievement for the better
ment of life in the name of the highest ideals
and conceptions. No accusations of hypo
crisy or comparisons to parrots apply to
these sincere and striving people. It means
that before us lie two definite tasks. On one
side, one must, with all measures, help and
unify and ease the destiny of sincere seekers
of culture. On the other hand, one must
watch with fire in one’s band, lest the precious
conception of culture should fall into vanity
fairs, lest it become a fashionable but un
realized conception of drawing-room gossip.
Two kinds of work are before one—educa
tional and protective. It means that circles,
societies, organizations, who have realiz 'd the
value and meaning of culture, must see that
no vulgarization and debasement should
begin to disintegrate this precious and
salutary concept. Of course, not only
watchmen but the enlightened warriors of
culture must gather and support each other,
cementing the space through the highest
and most beautiful, thus advancing these real
values in life. The nudists, for the sake of
their idea, are not afraid to exhibit publicly
their ugliness. Then let the workers of
culture be unashamed to exhibit not ugliness,
but beauty of spirit.
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When we incorporated the organization,
the League of Culture, it was difficult to
foresee how this organization would proceed.
But the banner of peace was raised ; it was
realized that this banner is needed not only
in time of war but still more in every-day
life. And unconsciously, impetuously, the
conception of the banner was linked with the
conception of the League of Culture.
It is the universal aggregation of that which
is best, conscious and enlightened. Not so
long ago, it would have been a delusion to
dream of such a union. But, apparently, the
wheel of life turns swiftly, and the wheel of
the immutable law brings us again to an
equality based upon the highest. It is touch
ing to note that thus far, happily, this union
proceeds without any vulgarization. The
people wish to gather in a better way, spiri
tually as well as outwardly. This upward
striving contains in itself the solution of a
multitude of social problems, because in an
enlightened union, evil is uprooted, and rust
is wiped away and the inspired spirits do not
have to fear ugliness. We have just reproached
the nudists for ugliness. If they could
eliminate ugliness, then half of the attacks on
them would disappear. But the carriers of
culture, revealing the most beautiful sides of
their spirit, will perform an unusual transfor
mation of life. For humanity must turn
away from ugliness. In the very word
ugliness, is comprised amorphity,—formless
ness, chaos. But our spirit strives to lofty
constructions, clarity, light. Who, then,
would prefer to work in darkness?
Thus, let us beware of parrots ; let us
beware of distorters and blasphemers. Because
it is unbefitting for us to return to the stage
of birds, and it is incompatible to bark like
animals, there is so much undeferrable
work before us, One must find the profound

currents of the past, and link them with
the currents of the future. Thus, let us
conscientiously and strivingly learn to respect
each other and in this learn to respect human
dignity. For, in daily life, people do not
know how to do it. They know better how
to impede than to ease and help.
Vast is the problem of the League of
Culture. Everything beautiful, everything
enlightening, everything educational! This
is not an outer intellectuality—‘this is a hearty
striving towards light, to mutual health and
usefulness. Somebody will smile, remember
ing the old cynicism “ Man is a wolf to
man.” To this one must reply : “ Then go to
wolves, and remember that under the cove
nant ‘ push him who falls; ’ you become oldfashioned and ridiculous. And what can be
more ugly than to fall into ridicule ! ”
Thus, the League of Culture will first of all
fight against the ugliness, amorphity, and
decay which have crept into our life. For the
facility of advancing actions demands, first of
all, order, organization and voluntary spiritual
discipline. But culture as such, in its very
essence, already contains refinement, under
standing, creativeness. And there, where
construction rises in the name of enlighten
ment, there is no time either to look back or
sigh or regret. Let us remember again, “ When
the construction proceeds, everything advan
ces.” Let us not forget that every construc
tion in itself contains joy. In the name of
this creative joy we gather together and
respect each other and can look into each
other’s eyes with benevolence.
When the treasure troves were searched for,
the most essential words of advice to the
searcher were : ” Do not look back ; ” like
wise we shall say here : “ Away with turmoil,
away with all quarrels and stale accounts •
when the construction proceeds, all advances.”
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